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Safe by choice, not by chance

O U R VISIO N

I N P U R S U IT OF E X C E LLE N C E
Our commitment to the future of our organisation

Our vision is to deliver an environmentally sustainable business;
where we have a positive impact on the environment we work in,
achieve Net Zero carbon emissions, support the environmental
aspirations of our communities and leave a positive legacy on the
environment for future generations.

The initiative ‘In Pursuit of Excellence’ has been introduced to reinforce
our culture and improve the way we work, our professionalism, our safety
standards, our care for our people and Clients – delivering right first time.
The strategies will underpin our Vision and Values and will enable us to
see clearly what we are striving for and how we will move the business
forward whilst safeguarding the wellbeing and safety of our people.

In Pursuit of Excellence is more than a process or management system. In Pursuit of
Excellence is a behavioural and leadership journey. I want Dyer & Butler to continually
improve and innovate to build a brilliant place to work. I want our Clients and partners to see
and feel our vision, values and behaviours, creating excellent outcomes for everyone.

I N T R ODUCT IO N

Our strategies are the building blocks for our business. I hope that our people will benefit from
clearly seeing our ambitions for Dyer & Butler and how they can develop and grow with us.’
RICHARD WALKER

Our environment provides the foundation
to everything that we do, and we
recognise we have a responsibility to
protect and enhance the environment
we work in creating lasting value for
future generations. For us, this means
committing to minimising the impact
of our operations on the environment,
particularly our emissions to air, land
and water, and continually improving our
environmental performance. We strive
to work collaboratively with our clients,
suppliers, contractors and communities
to support their environmental aspirations
and to drive positive environmental
change throughout our supply chain.

Managing Director

DYER & BUTLER VISION

DYER & BUTLER VALUES AND BEHAVIOURS

OUR
ENVIRONMENTAL
STRATEGY

OUR
COMPETENCY
STRATEGY

OUR
SAFETY
STRATEGY

OUR
PEOPLE
STRATEGY

OUR HEALTH
& WELLBEING
STRATEGY

OUR
SOCIAL VALUE
STRATEGY

OUR
STANDARDS
STRATEGY

OBJECTIVES, TARGETS AND KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIs)

DYER & BUTLER PROCESSES AND PROCEDURES - COMPANY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

OU R EN VIR ONM E NT

Our Environmental Strategy is a tangible
demonstration of our commitment to
the environment. It sets out a strategic
framework for the period 2020 to
2023; the first phase of our long-term
strategy and our vision to deliver an
environmentally sustainable business.
Our Strategy is structured according
to four long-term aims set out in ‘Our
Strategy’ which will support the delivery
of our vision. We will realise these
aims through a number of short-term
objectives and accompanying targets to
be achieved during this first phase.

We will implement Our Environmental
Strategy across our business operations
through a series of initiatives that support
the delivery of one or more of these
short-term targets. Many of our initiatives
relate to directly reducing the impact
of our operations on the environment
through managing our consumption of
resources and emissions to air, land
and water. For our business, this means
understanding our greatest impacts
on the environment and identifying
feasible and effective ways to manage
these. Several initiatives also relate to
the research and development of new
operational practices and procedures,
which will require working collaboratively
with employees across the business to
develop and trial these changes.
Our Environmental Strategy forms part of
the wider Dyer & Butler Corporate Social
Responsibility and Sustainability Strategy
for 2020 to 2023, which provides a
framework for fulfilling our social,
economic and environmental obligations,
ultimately leading to a responsible and
sustainable business.

Ensuring that our organisation takes responsibility and positively contributes to the improvement of the environment.
O U R E N V I R O N M E N TA L S T R AT E G Y
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OUR DRIVERS:

OUR STRATEGY
Our Environmental Strategy for
2020-2023 is the first phase of our
long-term strategy to reduce our
impact on the natural environment
and deliver an environmentally
sustainable business. It
encompasses the following four
overarching, long-term aims which
provide a structured approach for
delivering our strategy:
\ Achieving Net Zero by 2040

\ P
 rotecting and enhancing the
environment we work in
\ F
 ulfilling our obligations to continually
reducing our environmental impacts,
particularly relating to emissions to
air and land and waste generation,
and leaving a positive legacy on the
environment
\ E
 nsuring legislative compliance with
relevant regulations and adhering to
industry standards and best practice
across our operations

\ L
 eaving a positive legacy on our
environment

\ F
 ulfilling our broader role in
supporting national commitments to
the environment including targets for
biodiversity, carbon emissions, climate
change and waste

\ P
 romoting continual improvement
and demonstrating our
achievements

\ D
 efining and embedding common
Dyer & Butler values and behaviours
throughout our operations

\ P
 rotecting the environment we
work in

For each of these four aims, we
have devised a series of shortand medium-term objectives and
accompanying targets that are
specific to the first phase of our
strategy. They provide a framework
to manage our business operations
and fulfil our long-term aims. We
will monitor and evaluate our
performance throughout the year,
and every April, measure our
progress against these targets
which will act as Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs). Based on our
progress against these targets, in
April 2023 we will transition to the
next phase of the strategy.
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Our Environmental Strategy is driven by
our responsibilities and commitment to:

O U R E N V I R O N M E N TA L S T R AT E G Y

OUR
ENVIRONMENT
I N I T I AT I V E S :
Our Environmental Strategy will be
implemented across our business
operations through the following series of
initiatives, which will support the delivery of
one or more of the short-term targets to:
\ Improve

the emission efficiency of plant
and vehicles
\ Reduce

our business mileage
\ Reduce

our fuel consumption
\ Trial

alternative liquid fuels
\ Develop

and trial a Fuel Free Sites Model
\ Establish a 100% renewable electricity goal
\ Reduce

our carbon emissions
\ Research

appropriate offsetting methods
for Dyer & Butler
\ Expand

our data sources and collection
methods
\ Reduce

our waste generation and achieve
zero waste to landfill
\ Send all wood waste to community projects
\ Embed

circular economy principles into the
procurement process and begin measuring
our embodied carbon emissions
\ Introduce

a biodiversity net gain policy
and increase biodiversity promotion
across our operations
\ Reduce

water consumption and increase
non-potable water consumption
\ Plan

and apply for accreditation to the
Carbon Trust Standard and Wildlife Trust
Biodiversity Benchmark and maintain
current accreditations

O U R E N V I R O N M E N TA L S T R AT E G Y
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OUR VISION & VALUES

W H AT W E E X P E C T O F
OUR PEOPLE

Our Vision: ‘To be the leading provider of essential infrastructure services to the
transport sector in the UK.’

We expect our people to fully contribute
to the success of our business. We will
support our people by enabling them
to excel in their role in order for them
to support our developing and growing
business.

SAFETY

PEOPLE

DELIVERY

INTEGRITY

To achieve our aim, we need our
people to:

Accountable
Proactive
Open

Empowering
Supportive
Proud

Collaborative
Professional
Agile

Trustworthy
Honest
Fair

NOW MORE THAN EVER, WE ARE COMPELLED TO
MANAGE OUR OPERATIONS IN A WAY THAT PROTECTS
THE ENVIRONMENT, NOT JUST IN TERMS OF LIMITING
ANY DAMAGE, BUT TO IMPROVE THE ENVIRONMENT
AS A RESULT OF OUR ACTIONS. OUR INDUSTRY’S
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS IN TERMS OF AIR QUALITY,
DEPLETION OF RESOURCES AND DAMAGE TO BIODIVERSITY
ARE WELL DEFINED AND UNDERSTOOD. IT IS CLEAR
THAT DYER & BUTLER HOLDS A MORAL DUTY TO ENSURE
OUR OPERATIONS DO NOT CONTRIBUTE TO A FURTHER
DECLINE IN ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY OR STANDARDS. AS
A SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE ORGANISATION, IT IS IMPERATIVE
THAT OUR SITES, OFFICES AND ACTIVITIES ARE CARRIED
OUT WITH DUE REGARD FOR THE ENVIRONMENT AND THAT
WE MONITOR OUR PERFORMANCE EFFECTIVELY TO DRIVE
CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT AND MAKE OUR ENVIRONMENT A
BETTER PLACE FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.
CRAIG WATT

Technical Services Director
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\ P
 ut safety, customer service, client
needs and business success at
the centre of our activities
\ T
 ake ownership, responsibility
and accountability in their roles
\ P
 ossess the right skills and
qualifications for their roles,
taking responsibility for both their
own personal and their teams’
continuous improvement and
development
\ O
 perate with flexibility,
adaptability and be responsible
\ R
 espect colleagues, and
recognise that everyone has a
voice
\ C
 reate a supportive, inclusive and
diverse culture
\ F
 eel empowered to explore new
and innovative opportunities to
improve our business
\ U
 nderstand their role, as
individuals and as part of a team
and how their contributions
impact on the success of our
business

O U R E N V I R O N M E N TA L S T R AT E G Y
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DELIVERING OUR
ENVIRONMENTAL STRATE G Y

ACHIEVING NET ZERO BY 2040
REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Improve the emission efficiency and energy performance of vehicles we use through
continued upgrades to Euro VI emission standards and year-on-year increases in the
number of EVs and hybrids in the fleet
Improve the emission efficiency and energy performance of our plant in line with the London
NRMM Low Emission Standards and London ULEZ across all Dyer & Butler operations
Reduce business mileage year-on-year to achieve a 20% reduction by April 2023
Reduce fuel consumption and fuel consumption per million pounds year-on-year to achieve
a 20% reduction by April 2023
INCREASE THE USE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
Investigate and trial the use of Hydrogenated Vegetable Oil (HVO) and Gas to Liquid (GTL)
fuels on selected operational sites by April 2021
Develop and trial a Fuel Free Sites model on three selected projects by April 2022
Join the RE100 and establish a 100% renewable energy goal
REDUCE CARBON EMISSIONS
Reduce carbon emissions year-on-year to achieve a 20% reduction by April 2023

PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT WE WORK IN
MINIMISE WASTE GENERATION AND OPTIMISE WASTE RECOVERY

Establish and implement a Grid Power Policy by April 2021

Reduce waste generation by 10% per annum by designing out waste, reducing over-ordering
and increasing re-use on-site and recycling

Reduce total nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions from our fleet year-on-year to achieve a 20%
reduction by April 2023

Achieve zero waste to landfill for appropriate waste streams by April 2023

OFFSET RESIDUAL EMISSIONS

Send all wood waste that is at an acceptable segregation level and within an operating area
to Community Wood Recycling partners by April 2023

Identify and report on the most appropriate offsetting methods for Dyer & Butler, including a
cost benefit analysis by April 2021

MAINTAINING QUALITY WATER DISCHARGES

DATA RESILIENCE
Improve data resilience and speed of data capture by switching to sources that output at a
transactional level by April 2021 and explore new processes to capture data
Design and implement a system to collect staff commuting data by April 2022, which
includes all staff commuting distances and methods not claimed through expenses
Implement a strategy and a process to expand carbon emission calculations to include
indirect (Scope 3) emissions
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Ensure 100% compliance to waste water discharge licences
PROMOTE THE SOURCING AND EFFICIENT USE OF SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS
Establish a system for measuring and managing the embodied carbon impact of key
materials on projects by April 2021
Reduce embodied carbon impact per million pound turnover year-on-year to achieve a 5%
reduction by April 2023
Increase the use of reclaimed materials by 5% year-on-year by April 2023

O U R E N V I R O N M E N TA L S T R AT E G Y
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L E AV I N G A P O S I T I V E L E G A C Y O N O U R E N V I R O N M E N T
PROMOTE BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION AND ECOSYSTEM INTEGRITY
Establish and implement a biodiversity net gain policy within the project planning process
Implement a new initiative to preserve and enhance biodiversity and ecological integrity
across all projects each year
Increase employee engagement in volunteering on biodiversity projects year-on-year to
achieve 550 volunteering hours on biodiversity projects by April 2022
Engage employees in home-based biodiversity initiatives
PROMOTE WATER EFFICIENCY
Reduce water consumption per million pound turnover by 10% per annum by April 2022
Source 20% of annual water consumption from non-potable water sources by April 2023
Establish a system for measuring and managing on-site water consumption and promote
non-potable water consumption
PROMOTE RESILIENCE TO CLIMATE CHANGE
Complete the first Taskforce for Climate related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) report by
April 2021

PROMOTING CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT AND
D E M O N S T R AT I N G O U R A C H I E V E M E N T S
ACCREDITATIONS
Maintain our ISO 14001 and ISO 50001 accreditations
Plan the process to achieve an agreed level of the Carbon Trust Standard for carbon by
November 2021
Achieve The Wildlife Trust Biodiversity Benchmark
AWARDS
Achieve one targeted environmental award per annum
CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENTS
Improve our Environmental Management System documents to include changes to the
Network Rail ESMP format
Expand and promote employee engagement in environmental guidance documentation
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HEAD OFFICE
Mead House
Southampton

|

Station Road
|

|

Nursling

Hampshire SO 16 0AH

Te l : 0 2 3 8 0 7 4 2 2 2 2
www.dyerandbutler.co.uk
enquiries@dyerandbutler.co.uk

Delivering
whatprom
we promise
Delivering
what we
ise

